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At Western Structures, we make glulam 
beams every day and have forged a 
reputation as a high-quality custom 
plant.  But what exactly is a custom 
plant?  We get that question a lot.  

Basically, every beam we produce is a 
custom one and that includes our stock 
beams, too.  Each project, whether a 
backyard pergola or a stadium roof, 
requires an amazing attention to detail 
in every peice.  

We usually don't produce glulams for 
inventory--although we can--and when 
you order beams for a project, we plan 
each individual peice before gluing.

Will all four sides be visible? What are 
the strength requirements? Finish 
options--planed, rough sawn or 
fabricated?  Industrial, architectural or 
premium?  We address these 
questions before we start building each 
and every one of your beams.  

16" x 20" Glulam Columns, ready for finish work at the plant.

The Anatomy of a Custom Glulam Plant
In the end, our customers get exactly what they want; 
exactly what they ordered.

Full Size Stock Beams?

I-joist compatibility is not a problem for a custom plant 
either.  We have been making full size 3.5" and 5.5" 
glulam for the Japanese market for the last 20 years.  If 
your project requires one of the new "full sized" stock 
beams--we can make that, too. 
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Size Does Matter....

Recently a customer requested some 
extremely large dimension columns and 
asked that we use wide solid lamina 
instead of edge gluing smaller peices 
together.  The result was the beams 
pictured here, a full 16" wide by 20" 
deep.  

We sourced extra wide Doug Fir 
lumber, dried it and surfaced it to the 
size we needed.  

Giant Beams Made from Custom Wide Lamina.
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Some Recent Projects:  Clockwise from Top Left:  

Residence, Oregon. School Gymnasium, Japan; Car Port, 

NH, Kindergarten, Japan; Sunroom, OR.
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